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ABSTRACT. We prove that h-convex functions on Carnot groups of step two are locally Lipschitz con- 
tinuous with respect o any intrinsic metric. We show that an additional measurability condition implies 
the local Lipschitz continuity of h-convex functions on arbitrary Carnot groups. 
1. Introduction 
Recently, considerable efforts have been made in order to determine an appropriate notion 
of convexity in general Carnot groups and to establish regularity properties of convex sets and 
functions (see [5, 14, 2, 12, 13, 6, 16, 17, 11, 15]). In the sub-Riemannian setup of Carnot groups, 
the notion of geodetic onvexity--which is perfectly appropriate in a Riemannian setting--has 
been shown to be inadequate in [17]. More promising notions of convexity in Carnot groups, h- 
convexity and v-convexity, have been proposed in [5] and in [ 14]. Roughly, a function u : G --+ 
defined on a Carnot group G is h-convex if it is convex along the integral curves of the left-invariant, 
horizontal vector fields. The aforementioned notions of convexity have turned out to be more 
or less equivalent: In the setting of Heisenberg roups, it has been shown that the classes of 
h-convex and v-convex functions coincide [2]. In general Carnot groups the v-convex functions 
are precisely the upper semicontinuous h-convex functions (see [21, 18, 15]). 
In the Euclidean setting, it is well known that convex functions are locally Lipschitz continu- 
ous. Moreover, due to a theorem of Aleksandrov, convex functions are twice differentiable almost 
everywhere (see, for instance, [8]). Proving similar regularity theorems for h-convex functions 
in a noncommutative Carnot group becomes a challenging problem which is a subject of current 
interest. Let us briefly recall the state of the art: The local Lipschitz continuity of h-convex func- 
tions on Heisenberg roups with respect to any intrinsic metric was proved in [2]. An intrinsic 
version of the Aleksandrov theorem for continuous, h-convex functions on Heisenberg groups has 
been obtained in [11] and [13]. This last result has been generalized toarbitrary Carnot groups 
of step two in [6]. One objective of the present article is to remove the continuity assumption i
this second-order regularity result. 
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Theorem 1.1. I f  G is a Carnot group o f  step two and f2 C_ G is an h-convex, open subset, then 
every h-convex function u : f2 ~ ~ is locally Lipschitz continuous with respect o any intrinsic 
metric on G. 
Since an h-convex function u : f2 --+ • (where ~2 is an h-convex, open subset of an arbitrary 
Camot group G) which is locally bounded above is also locally Lipschitz continuous, it turns out 
that the crucial point in the proof of Theorem 1.1 is to show that an h-convex function u admits 
local upper bounds. The main geometric property of Carnot groups of step two used in the proof 
of the existence of these bounds is that any such group contains afinite set whose h-convex closure 
has nonempty interior. More formally, we say that a Carnot group G is finitely h-convex if there 
exists a finite subset F c G such that the smallest h-convex set C c G which contains F has 
nonempty interior. 
Theorem 1.2. Any Carnot group o f  step two is finitely h-convex. 
The assumption on the step of the group in the preceding theorem cannot be relaxed. In 
Section 5, we exhibit a Carnot group of step 3 which is not finitely h-convex. Hence, our strategy 
to prove Theorem 1.1 breaks down in higher step. 
Our approach in the general case is as follows: Let G denote aCamot group of homogeneous 
dimension Q and let "]-/a denote Q-dimensional Hausdorff measure built with respect o an 
intrinsic metric (compare Section 2). We first study the topological boundary of measurable, 
h-convex subsets of G and we prove the following geometric/measure-theoretic result. 
Theorem 1.3. There exists 0 <_ c < 1 such that 
7-lQ ( B(g, r) N C) 
< c (1.1) 
HO(B(g ,  r)) - 
for allO < r < +oo, wheneverC c_ G is an h-convex, measurable subset and g ~ OC is a point 
on its boundary. 
We stress that the measurability assumption i  Theorem 1.3 cannot be removed. Indeed, 
surprisingly, there exist nonmeasurable, h-convex sets in the first Heisenberg roup EI1 (cf. [18]). 
Theorem 1.3 has some interesting consequences. First, it can be used to give a concise alternative 
proof (cf. [18]) of the L ~ - L 1 estimates for h-convex functions of Danielli, Garofalo, and 
Nhieu [5, Theorem 9.2]. Second, (1.1) can be combined with sufficient conditions proved by 
Danielli in [4] (see also [3]) to show that the boundary points of an h-convex, bounded open 
subset f2 of a Carnot group are regular and Hrlder regular for weak solutions of the Dirichlet 
problem for the subelliptic p-Laplacian. The following continuity result is also a corollary of 
Theorem 1.3. 
Theorem 1.4. Let  G be a Cat'not group, ~2 c_ G an h-convex, open subset and u 9 ~ ~ 
a measurable, h-convex function. Then u is locally Lipschitz continuous with respect o any 
intrinsic metric on G. 
As a direct consequence of Theorem 1.4, we obtain that if {Uk }ken is a sequence of measurable 
h-convex functions Uk : ~2 --> l~ (where ~2 is an h-convex, open subset of some Carnot group G) 
that admits pointwise upper bounds, then lim supk~o  uk is again locally Lipschitz continuous. 
We conclude this introductory section with an overview of the content of the article: In 
the second section, we recall the necessary background on Camot groups and introduce the 
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terminology and the notation. Moreover, we show that there is a rich supply of bounded h- 
convex sets with regular boundary in any Camot group. More precisely, we show that there exists 
a countable basis of the topology consisting of bounded h-convex sets with smooth boundary 
(Corollary 2.6). In the third section, we show that h-convex functions which are locally bounded 
above are necessarily also locally bounded below and locally Lipschitz continuous with respect to 
any intrinsic metric. We prove Theorem 1.1 and Theorem 1.2 in Section 4. In Section 5, we exhibit 
a Carnot group of step three which is not finitely h-convex (Theorem 5.4). Section 6 is devoted to 
the proof of Theorem 1.3 and to the proof of a more general version of Theorem 1.4 (Theorem 6.5). 
2. Definitions and basic results 
2.1. Carnot groups 
Def in i t ion  2.1.  A connected, simply connected, nilpotent Lie group G is a Carnot group if 
its Lie algebra g of left-invariant vector fields admits a stratification, i.e., if there exist nonzero 
subspaces V1 . . . . .  Vs such that 
(i) 1~ = ~S=l  Vi, 
(ii) [V1, Vi] = V~+I (i = 1 . . . . .  s - 1) and 
Off) [V1, Vs] = O. 
Given a stratification @S=l Vi of ~, we define di = dimR(r~) (1 < i < s). The homogeneous 
dimension of G is Q -- ~-~f=l idi. 
Throughout the article, G denotes a Camot group of topological dimension d and step s, 
whose unit element is e, while g denotes its Lie algebra of left-invariant vector fields, equipped 
with a fixed stratification V1 9 . . .  9 Vs. 
The exponential mapping exp : g ~ G is a global diffeomorphism and 
exp(X) 9 exp(Y) = exp(X 9 Y) VX, Y ~ 9 9 (2.1) 
Here 9 denotes the group operation in G and X 9 Y is defined by the Baker-Campbell-Dynkin- 
Hausdorff formula 
1 1 1 
X 9 Y = X + Y + ~[X, Y] + ~[X ,  [X, Y]] + ~[Y ,  [Y, X]] +- - -  , (2.2) 
where the dots indicate a finite R-linear combination of Lie brackets of X and Y of order > 4 
(see, e.g., [19]). 
For go E G, lg o : G ---> G and rg o : G ---> G denote, respectively, left and right translation 
by go, i.e., 
lgo(g) = go " g and rgo(g) = g " go Vg ~ G . 
For each ;~ > 0, let Az : ~ ~ g be the unique Lie algebra automorphism such that 
A~(X)  = ~. ix  i fX  ~ Vi (i = 1 . . . . .  s). Then 
~ = exp oAz o exp -1 
is an automorphism of G, and {Sz}z>0 is a 1-parameter group of automorphisms of G called 
dilations. By convention, for all g ~ G, 60(g) = e and 8x(g) = 8-x(g -1) if)~ < 0. 
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A left-invariant vector field X on G is called horizontal if it belongs to the first layer V1 of g- 
If (X1 . . . . .  Xdl) is a basis of V1, then the subbundle HG of TG spanned by X1 (g) . . . . .  Xd~ (g) 
at each g ~ G is called the horizontal bundle. A Carnot group G can be equipped with an intrinsic 
sub-Riemannian metric in the following way: A curve ~/ : [a, b] --+ G is said to be admissible 
if it is absolutely continuous and horizontal, i.e., if })(t) ~ Hr(t)G for almost every t ~ [a, b]. 
If {., -) is a left-invariant inner product on the fibers of HG, define the sub-Riemannian length 
o f} / tobe  
f[( )1 L(y) = (f(t) ,  fi(t)}~,(t ) ~ dt.  
The Carnot-Carath6odory distance p (gl, g2) of points gl, g2 E Cr--also called sub-Riemannian 
distance--is defined as the infimum of sub-Riemannian lengths of admissible curves connecting 
gl with g2. It is well-known that p is a left-invariant, homogeneous metric on G, that is 
p(lgo(gl), lgo(g2)) = P(gl, g2) Vgo, gl, g2 E G 
and 
p(8>.(gl), 8x(g2)) = ~.P(gl, g2) Vgl ,  g2 E G, Y~. > 0 .  
It can be shown that p induces the manifold topology on G and that (G, p) is a boundedly compact 
metric space. Moreover, it is easy to prove that left-invariant, homogeneous metrics Pl and P2 on 
G which both induce the manifold topology are equivalent in the sense that 
1 
-P2(gl ,  g2) < Pl(gl,  g2) < cp2(gl, g2) Vgl, g2 E G 
r 
for some constant 1 < c < +oo. We call a left-invariant, homogeneous metric on G which induces 
the manifold topology an intrinsic metric. Throughout the article, we fix a lefl-invariant inner 
product (' ,  "} on the horizontal bundle HG and we denote by p the induced Carnot-Carath6odory 
metric. The open metric ball of radius r centered at g E G is denoted B(g, r). 
Standard considerations show that Q-dimensional Hausdorff measure N~2 built with re- 
spect to p is a bi-invariant Haar measure on G which is Q-homogeneous with respect o the 
dilations, that is 
and 
7-LQ(lgo(A)) = 7-LQ(rgo(A)) = 7-[Q(A) VA c_ G, Vgo E G 
~O(8x(A)) = ~.QT-[Q(A) VA c G, VZ > O. 
Let G be a Carnot group and let s a ~)i=1 V/ be stratification of its Lie algebra g of left- 
invariant vector fields. A basis (X1 . . . . .  Xd) of 0 is said to be adapted to the stratification if
(Xnj_l+l . . . . .  Xnj) is a basis of Vj for all 1 < j < s, where nj = )--~=1 di fo r j  = 0, 1 . . . . .  s. 
It will be convenient to work with a more explicit representation f a given Carnot group G. Such 
representation can be obtained as follows: By (2.1), 9 : g x fl --+ 0 defines a group structure on 
g, and exp : (g, , )  --+ (G, .) is a Lie group isomorphism. Given an adapted basis (X1 . . . . .  Xd) 
of g, we use the induced R-linear mapping 
(k ) f : g --+ R d, f xiXi = (Xl . . . . .  Xd) 
\ i=1  / 
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to transport the group operation 9 to R d. Then (R d, . )  is a Lie group isomorphic with (G, .). 
k Given 1 < i < d, we let deg(i) = min{1 < k < s I i < ~--~j=l dj}. Then 
x ,x '=x  +x'  + P(x ,x  ~) u 6R  d, (2.3) 
where Pi (x, x r) is a polynomial in the variables xk, x[ with deg(k), deg(l) < deg(i) i fdl < i _< d, 
and Pi(x, x') = 0 if 1 < i < dl. The unit element in (R d, , )  is 0, and the inverse o fx  ~ ]R d with 
respect o 9 is -x .  Dilation with )~ > 0 is given by 
(2.4) 
The induced horizontal subbundle HR d is spanned by the left-invariant vector fields X on (R d, , )  
uniquely determined by the condition 
dl 
X(0)=~xi0 i (0 ) ,  
i=94 
where Xl . . . . .  Xdl ~ ]R are arbitrary. The integral curve y : ~ ~ ]~d of the left-invariant vector 
field X which satisfies the initial condition y (0) = x ~ ]~d is given by 
y( t )= x *St(Xl . . . . .  Xdl,O . . . . .  O) u eR .  
It can be shown that the restriction of y to [q, t2] minimizes the sub-Riemannian length of 
admissible curves connecting y (q) with y (t2) for all tl, t2 e 1~ with tl < t2. y is a parametrization 
proportional to intrinsic arc length of ~/(1~). 
Finally, it follows from (2.3) and (2.4) that d-dimensional Hausdorff measure 7-/d built 
with respect o the Euclidean distance on R d is a bi-invariant, Q-homogeneous [with respect 
to the dilations (2.4)] Haar measure on (~d, .).  In particular, there exists a unique constant 
0 < ot < +oo such that ~'[Q ~-- Ot"]"/dE . 
In the following, the notation G - (]~d, . )  indicates that an adapted basis of the Lie algebra 
of G has been chosen and that the group operation of G has been transported to ]~d by means of 
the procedure described above. If G -= (R d, . ) ,  then (., .) denotes the standard inner product on 
R d, II 9 II the induced Euclidean norm and Be(x, r) the open ball of radius r centered at x e ]~d 
with respect o the Euclidean metric PE. 
2.2. Horizontal convexity 
The following definition of convexity in Carnot groups corresponds to the notion of "weak 
H-convexity" introduced by Danielli, Garofalo, and Nhieu in [5]. 
Definition 2.2. Let G be a Carnot group. A subset C c G is said to be h-convex if y ([a, b]) _c 
C whenever y : [a, b] ~ G is an integral curve of some left-invariant, horizontal vector field and 
y (a),) ,  (b) e C. If A _ G is any subset, the h-convex closure C(A) of A is the smallest h-convex 
set which contains A. 
A function u : C ~ ]R defined on some h-convex subset C _ G is said to be h-convex 
if u o y : [a, b] ~ • is convex (in the Euclidean sense) whenever y : [a, b] ~ C is a 
parametrization proportional to intrinsic arc length of a segment of an integral curve of some 
left-invariant, horizontal vector field. 
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The proof of the following proposition is a verification, and we can leave it to the reader to 
supply the details. 
Proposition 2.3. Let G be a Carnot group, C 
h-convex functions, g ~ (;,)~ > 0 and c > O. Then 
c_ G an h-convex subset, u, v : C ~ R 
(i) lg-1 (C) is h-convex and u o lg : lg-1 (C) --~ ]~ is h-convex, 
(ii) 81/z(C) ish-convex andu o 8z : gl/x(C) --~ R ish-convex, 
(iii) c . u : C --~ ~ is h-convex and 
(iv) u + v : C --~ ~ is h-convex. 
Moreover, 
(v) the intersection of  a collection of  h-convex subsets o f  G is h-convex, 
(vi) Ig(C(A)) = C(Ig(A)) fora l lA  c_ G andg E G, and 
(vii) 3x(C(A)) = C(Sx(A)) fora l lA  c_ G and)~ > O. 
Given a Carnot group G - (I~ d, . ) ,  we say that a subset C ___ R d is E-convex if it is convex 
in the usual Euclidean sense. Similarly, a function f : C ---> 1~ defined on an E-convex subset 
C _ l~ d is E-convex if it is convex in the Euclidean sense. 
Proposition2.4. In a Carnot group G - (]K d, , )  of  step at most wo, any E-convex set C c_ R d 
is h-convex and any E-convex function u : C -~ ~ is h-convex. 
Proof.  The claim is an immediate consequence of the following well-known fact: If 
y : [a, b] ---> (~d, . )  is a parametrization proportional to intrinsic arc length of a segment 
of an integral curve of some left-invariant, horizontal vector field, then y ([a, b]) is a line segment 
and y is a parametrization proportional to Euclidean arc length of this line segment. [ ]  
The converse of Proposition 2.4 is of course wrong. We refer the reader to [5] or [2]. The 
condition on the step of the group in Proposition 2.4 cannot be relaxed. Indeed, in the Engel 
group E -- (R 4, . )  (compare Section 5), the function 
u : E ---> ]~, f (x l ,  x2, y, z) = z 
is not h-convex. 
Proposition 2.5. Let G - (]~d, . )  be a Camot group. There exists a constant ro > 0 such 
that, wheneverO < r < ro and y : ~ ~ ]R d is an integral curve o f  some left-invariant, horizontal 
vector field with y(O) = x ~ Be(0, r), then there exist exactly one positive time t+ > 0 and one 
negative time t_ < 0 such that y(t+ ), y(t_ ) ~ O BE(O, r). 
Proof. Let b > 1 such that IlY"(t)tl < b on [ -1 ,  1] whenever ~/ is a parametrization by 
intrinsic arc length of an integral curve of some left-invariant, horizontal vector field, and g 
satisfies the initial condition y(0) ~ Be(0, 1). Define r0 = (x/~ - 2)/(8b). Fix 0 < r < r0 
and x ~ Be(O, r). I f v  e ]~dl X {0} C ]~d, Ilvll = 1, then y 9 R ~ R d, y(t)  = x *St(v) is a 
parametrization by intrinsic arc length of an integral curve of the left-invariant, horizontal vector 
field X uniquely determined by the condition X(0) = )--~/d! 1 vi Oi (0), and Y satisfies the initial 
condition y (0) = x. If rc : •dl x ~d-dl ~ ~dl is orthogonal projection, then 
IIy(t)ll ~ Ilzr(y(t))ll = I[(Xl . . . . .  Xdl) q- t(Vl . . . . .  Vdl)ll ~ Itl -- II(xl . . . . .  Xdl)ll 9 
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Hence, [tl _> 2r implies }/(t) ~ Be(O, r). Now let 
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t+ = inf{t > 0 I y(t)  r BE(O, r )} .  
Then 0 < t+ < 2r, y (t+) 6 0 BE (0, r), y (t) E BE (0, r) for 0 < t < t+, and if n denotes the unit 
outer normal to 0 Be (0, r) at y (t+), then (y ' ( t+),  n) > 0. We have to show that 1/(t) r Be  (0, r) 
when t+ < t < 2r. We compute 
f 1 • (t+) .l. Ily(t) II = + (t - t+)y'(t+) + (t - t+) 2 (1 - s)g"(t+ + s(t - t+)) ds 
/o 1 >__ II•215 ( t -  t+) 2 II(1- s)/ '(t+ +s(t-t+))ll ds 
> (r 2 -t- (t -- t+)211 • 89 - (t - t+)2b  
> (r 2 -4- (t -- t+) 2) 1 _ (t -- t+)2b 
(t -- t+) 2 [1  (--1)(1 -- S) 
= r -t- 2-----7---- + (t -- t+)4 Jo 2 - -  - - -  3 ds - (t - t+)2b.  
4(r +s( t - t+)2)  ~ 
If t - t+ < r/2, then 
Ily(t)ll > r -I- ( t2 ) t+, -  (t - t+) 4 (t - t+)2b 
- 2r 4r 3 
(t - t+) 2 (t - t+) 2 (t - t+) 2 
> r + - -  - - > r .  
2r 16r 8r 
On the other hand, if t - t+ > r/2, then 
1 
Ily(t)ll ~ (r 2 + (t - t+)2) ~ - (t - t+)2b > - -  - x/~r (2r)2b > v~r  (~/~-  2)r 
2 2 2 
The proof for the negative time t_ < 0 is analogous. 
mr.  
[]  
Corollary 2.6. Let G =- (g{d, . )  be a Carnot group and 0 < r < ro, where ro is given by 
Proposition 2.5. Then Be(O, r) is h-convex. Consequently, by Proposition 2.3, there exists a 
countable basis o f  the topology consisting of  bounded, h-convex sets with smooth boundary. 
The reader familiar with the first Heisenberg roup H1 can convince himself that the open 
ball B(0, 1) ___ N1 is not h-convex. 
Proposition 2.7. Le tG = (N d, . )  be a Carnotgroup, b andro = (v /5 -  2)/(8b) the constants 
appeaffng in Proposition 2.5 and its proof,, and let u ~ C2(Be(0,  r0)) be a uniformly strictly 
E-convex function. Suppose that )~ > 0 is a lower bound for the eigenvalues of  D2u in Be(O, ro) 
and suppose that0 < M < +oe is an upper bound for IlVull in Be(O, ro). Then there exists 
0 < rl = rl ()~, M) < ro such that 
V : BE(O, r) --+ ~, v(x) = u (r~~ X ) 
is h-convex wheneverO < r < rl. 
Proof.  By Corollary 2.6, BE (0, r) is h-convex for 0 < r < r0. Let t/ : [t_, t+] --+ BE (0, r) be 
a parametrization by intrinsic arc length of a segment of an integral curve of some left-invariant, 
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horizontal vector field. We can assume -1  < t_ < t+ < 1 and [Ig'(t)l[ < b for all t ~ [t_, t+] 
(cf. the proof of Proposition 2.5). Then, for each t ~ [t_, t+], we get 
(vo y)r,(t) = (D2v(y(t))g,(t),  y'(t))  + (Vv(~/(t)), ~/'(t)) 
= (~)2  (D2u(~g( t ) )y ' ( t ) 'g ' ( t ) ) - t - r~ 
(~)2Xl l~/(t) l12 r~ Vu(~ ) > - - -  V<t) II• 
r 
[] > 
F 
3. Lipschitz continuity of  bounded above h-convex functions 
In this section, we show than an h-convex function which is locally bounded above is locally 
Lipschitz continuous with respect o any intrinsic metric. This result can be found in [15], for 
instance. Nevertheless, we give the proof below. 
Lemma 3.1. Let G be a Cat'not group, ~2 c G an h-convex, open subset and u : ~2 ~ N an 
h-convex function. Suppose that u is locally bounded above. Then u is locally bounded below. 
Proof .  Let go ~ f2 and r > 0 such that B(go, 4r) ~ ~2 and u is bounded above in B(go, 4r), 
sayu  < Min  B(go,4r) for someM > 0. We claim that there exist l  = I(G) ~ Nand 
n = n(G) E N such that gl E B(go, r) and u(gl) < -4tin implies u < -m in B(gl, r/ ln) for 
all m > 2M. Notice that this gives the lemma since then, on the one hand, 
~Q({g ~ B(go, 4r) [ u(g) > -m})  < 7-[a(B(go, 4r)) - ~Q(B(gl ,  r /( ln))) ,  
while, on the other hand, 
~a({g ~ B(go, 4r) [ u(g) > -m})  > ~Q(B(go, 4r)) - ~Q(B(gl ,  r/(In))) 
when m is sufficiently large. This contradiction forces u > -41m in B(g0, r) for sufficiently 
large m. 
Let y : IR ~ G be a parametrization by intrinsic arc length of an integral curve of some 
left-invariant, horizontal vector field, and suppose that g satisfies the initial condition F (0) 
B(go, 2r). Define 
t_ = max {t < 0 I g(t) ~ OB(go, 4r)} 
and 
t+ = min{t > 0 I g(t) ~ OB(go,4r)} .
We have t_ > -6r  and t+ < 6r. Let t e [t_, t+] such that y(t)  ~ B(g0, 2r). I f  t > 0, then 
t = (1 - ~)0 + )~t+ with ~. < ~. Suppose that u(y(O)) < -4 J+ lm.  Then the convexity of 
u o y : [t_, t+] --+ G implies 
1 2 
u(g(t)) < (1 - X)u(y(0)) + )~u(y(t+)) < --4 J+ lm + ~M 
- - 3 
( 4 ~)  
< ---~ + 4Jm <_ --4Jm. 
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Similarly, uO'(t)) < -4 Jm i f t  < 0 and u0/(0))  < -4 J+ lm.  This shows that if S _ B(g0, 2r) 
is a segment of an integral curve of some left-invariant, horizontal vector field and if u(gl)  < 
-4 J+ lm for some gl 9 S, then u < -4 Jm on the whole segment ( j  9 N tO {0}, m _> 2M). 
By [10, Lemma 1.40], there exist constants 1 = I(G) 9 N and n = n(G) 9 N with the following 
property: Any pair of points gl ,  g2 9 G can be connected by a path consisting of at most l 
segments of integral curves of left-invariant, horizontal vector fields, such that each segment has 
length at most np(gl, g2). Thus, if gl 9 B(go, r)  and u(gl)  < -41m, then u(g) < -m for 
each g 9 B(gl, r/(ln)). [] 
Propos i t ion  3.2. Let G be a Camot group, g2 c G an h-convex, open set and u : f2 ~ ~ an 
h-convex function. Suppose that u is locally bounded. Then u is locally Lipschitz continuous 
with respect o any intrinsic metric on G. 
Proof. Let go 9 ~ and r > 0 such that B(g0, 2r) ~ f2 and u is bounded in B(g0, 2r), say 
lul _ M in B(go, 2r) for some M > 0. Let y : N --~ G be a parametrization by intrinsic 
arc length of an integral curve of some left-invariant, horizontal vector field and suppose that y 
satisfies the initial condition y (0) 9 B(go, r). Define 
t_ = max{t < 0 I y ( t )  9 OB(go, 2r)} 
and 
t+ = min{t > 01 y(t) 9 3B(go, 2r)} . 
We have 2r < t+ - t_ < 4r, and if t 9 [ t_ , t+] and y(t) 9 B(go, r), then t - t_ > r and 
t+ - t > r. Hence, t = (1 - ~)t_ + Xt+, where )~ 9 [1/4, 3/4]. Now let q,  t2 9 [t_, t+] such 
that tl < t2 and y(t l ) ,  y(t2) 9 B(go, r). Then 
tl = (1 -- M) t -  + Xlt+ and 
where ~.1, )~2 9 [1/4, 3/4], and )M < )~2. Thus, 
t2 = (1 - X2)t- q- L2t+, 
X2 -- ~1 X1 1 - X 2 X2 -- X1 
-- - - t _  +~2t2  and t2 --  - - t l  + - - t + .  tl ~2 1 -- X1 1 -- X1 
The convexity o fu  o y : [t_, t+] --~ ~ implies 
and 
X2 -- ~.1 X1 
u(t l )  -- u(t2) < - -u ( t _ )  q- -- X2 u(t2) 
~.2 ~.2 
_-- p(~'(t l ) ,  y(tE))u(t_ ) _ p (y ( t l ) ,  Y(/2)) u(t2)" " 
XE(t+ -- t_) ~---~-+ ~- t----) 
8M 
< p(y ( t l ) ,  y (t2)) 
r 
X1 - -X2  . . X2- -K1  . . 
u(t2) -- U(tl) _< ~ --'~1 U(tl) q- 1 - -{ -~-u( t+)  
_ p (y ( t l ) ,  y(t2)) p(y( t l ) ,  y(t2)) . . 
(1 - -X1) ( t+- - t _ )  u(tl) q- ( l  ~ ~l)(t+ ~ t_) - - - -  - -  
8M 
< p(y(t l) ,  y(t2)) 9 
r 
We have shown that 
lu(gD -u (g2) ]  < 8Mp(g l ,  g2) Vgl, g2 9 S 
r 
(3.1) 
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whenever S _ B(g0, r) is a segment of an integral curve of some left-invariant vector field. 
By [10, Lemma 1.40], there exist constants I = I(G) e N and n = n(G) e N with the following 
property: Any pair of points gl, g2 e G can be connected by a path consisting of at most l 
segments of integral curves of left-invariant, horizontal vector fields, such that each segment has 
length at most np(gl, g2)- In particular, if we let tr = r/(2ln + 1) and gl, g2 ~ B(go, ~r), 
then (3.1) implies lu(gl) - u(g2)l _< Lp(gl, g2) with L = 8Mln/r. [] 
4. Local upper bounds for h-convex functions in step two 
This section is devoted to the proof of Theorem 1.2. Notice that in view of the results of the 
previous ection, Theorem 1.1 is an immediate consequence ofTheorem 1.2 and of the following 
lemma. 
Lemma 4.1. Let G be a Carnot group. Suppose there exists a finite subset F c_ G whose 
h-convex closure C( F) has nonempty interior. Then any h-convex function u : ~2 ~ ~ defined 
on an h-convex, open subset ~2 c_ G is locally bounded above. 
Proof. Let Z denote the set of parameterizations y : [0, 1] -+ G proportional to intrinsic arc 
length of bounded, closed segments of integral curves of left-invariant, horizontal vector fields. 
Given A _ G we let 
H(A) = {y(t) [ F ~ 37, t 6 [0, 1], y(0), y( l )  ~ A}, 
H~ = A,  
Hk+I(A) = H(Hk(A)) foral lk ~ No and 
H~176 = U Hk(A)" 
k~N0 
We have C(A) = H~(A),  Ig(H(A)) = H(lg(A)) for all g e G, 8x(H(A)) = H(gx(A)) for all 
X > 0 and H(A) is compact if A is. 
The compactness property of the operator H and the Theorem of Baire imply that Hk(F) 
has nonempty interior for some k ---- k(G) e N. Since H--and thus Hk---commutes with left 
translations and dilations, it follows that if s _ G is any h-convex, open subset, then for each 
go e s there exists a finite subset F(go) c_ ~2 such that go is contained in the interior of 
Hk(F(go)). Finally, i fu : ~2 --~ 1~ is h-convex, then u _< max{u(g) [g c F(g0)} in HJ(F(go)) 
for all 1 _< j _< k by induction, using the convexity of u o F for F E 37. In particular, u _< 
max{u(g) [ g ~ F(g0)} in the interior of Hk(F(go)). [] 
Lemma 4.1 motivates the following definition. 
Definition 4.2. We say that a Carnot group G is finitely h-convex if it contains a finite subset 
F _ G whose h-convex closure C(F) has nonempty interior. 
The remainder of this section is devoted to the proof of Theorem 1.2. The proof is by 
induction on the dimension dl of the generating layer in the Lie algebra g of G. We will need the 
following lemma in order to perform the induction step. 
Lemma 4.3. Let G =- (R d, . )  =- (~dl x R d2, .)  be a Carnot group of step two and let 
(X1 . . . . .  Xdl , Y1 . . . . .  Yd2) be a basis of the Lie algebra g of left-invariant vector fields on G, 
adapted to the given stratification g = V1 ~9 V2. Suppose that for some 2 < k < dl, the following 
hypotheses are verified: 
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(i) The Lie subalgebra generated by X l . . . . .  X k is contained in 
(ii) 
span~{X1 . . . . .  Xk} ~) spanR{Y1 . . . . .  Y1} 9 
There exists a finite set Ao _c_ Ndl x 11{ /`2 and a constant Ko > 0 such that the set Bo 
consisting of pairs (0, y) ~ R al x Nd2 with [Yjl <-- KO for 1 <_ j <_ I and yj = 0 for 
l + 1 <_ j <_ d2 is contained in C (Ao). 
Then there exists a finite set Ak c_ ~dl x ~d2 and a constant Kk > 0 such that the set Bk consisting 
of pairs (x, y) ~ N dl x g{d2 with [xi l <_ Kk for 1 < i < k, xi = 0 fork + 1 < i < dl, [y j[ < Kk 
for l  < j <_ 1 andyj = O forl + 1 <_ j <_ d2 iscontainedinC(Ak). 
Proof. Let K1 = Ko and g = (x, 0) with x~ = K1 and Xi = 0 for 2 < i < dl. Define 
A1 = l_g (Ao) U lg (Ao). By assumption, 
l_g(Bo) c_ l_g (C (Ao)) = C (l_g (Ao)), lg(Bo) c_ lg (C (Ao)) = C (lg (Ao)) , 
whence 
1_8(8o  u tg(8o  _ c (l_ 8 (do)) u C (18 (do)) 
c_ C (1_ 8 (Ao) U lg (Ao)) = C (A1) 9 
For fixed Yl . . . . .  Yl ~ lt~ with ]y j] < K1, 
S = {(0 . . . . .  O, Yl . . . . .  Yl, 0 . . . . .  O) * 8x(g) ] ~. 6 [ -1 ,  1]} 
= {(3., 0 . . . . .  0, yl . . . . .  yl, O . . . . .  0) 13. E [ -K1 ,  KI]} 
is a segment of an integral curve of a left-invariant, horizontal vector field, and the endpoints of S 
are contained in l_g(Bo ) U lg(Bo). Thus, the set B1 consisting of pairs (x, y) ~ ]R dl • ]R d2 with 
Ixll _ K1, xi = 0 for 2 < i <d l ,  lyjl <- K1 for 1 < j < l and yj = 0 for I + 1 < j <d l  is 
contained in C (A1). 
Let 1 </r < k and suppose that there exist a finite set A/C _ G and a constant K~ > 0 such 
that the set B/C consisting of pairs (x, y) ~ R di • N d2 with [xil < K/C for 1 < i </r xi = 0 for 
[r + 1 < i <d l ,  lYj[ < K/C for 1 < j < l and yj = 0 for l + 1 < j < d2 is contained in C (A/C). 
Le t0<e_<K kandg=(x ,0 )  w i thx /c+l=Eandx i=0for l< i  <d land i  #/ r  Define 
A~+ 1 = I_g(A[r ) U lg(A~: ). By inductive hypothesis, 
l_g (B~) c_ l-g (C (A~)) =C (I-g (A/C)) 
and 
whence 
Let 
lg (n[c ) C_ lg (C (A/C)) = C (lg (A/C)) , 
l-g (BT:) Ulg (B/C) C C (l_g (A/C)) UC (lg (A/C)) 
c C (l_g (A~) L) lg (A/C)) = C (A/C+I) . 
h = (Xl . . . . .  x k, 0 . . . . .  O, yl . . . . .  yl, 0 . . . . .  O) ~ B/C. 
In view of hypothesis (i), we have 
( - -g )  * h = (Xl . . . . .  x/c, -E ,  0 . . . . .  O, Yl . . . . .  Yl, 0 . . . . .  O) - RE (Xl . . . . .  x/c, ~) 
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and 
g * h = (x1 . . . . .  x/c, E, 0 . . . . .  0, Yl . . . . .  Yl, 0 . . . . .  O) + RE (x1 . . . . .  x/c , E) , 
where the first dl and last d2 - l coordinates of RE (xl . . . . .  x~, E) vanish, and 
line (x, . . . . .  xk, E)I I _ 3K~E 
for some constant 3 = p(G).  Hence, if we choose E small enough, the pairs (x, y) ~ ]R d~ x ~d2 
with Ixil < g~ for 1 < i </~, x~+ 1 = -e ,  xi = 0 for/~ + 1 < i < dl, lYjl < Kit~2 for 1 < j < l 
and yj = 0 for l + 1 < j < d2 are contained in l_g (B~). Similarly, the pairs (x, y) ~ ]R dl x R d2 
with Ixil < g~ for 1 < i </ : ,  x~+ 1 = r xi = 0 for/r + 1 < i <d l ,  lYjl < g J2  for 1 < j < l 
and yj  = 0 for I + 1 < j < d2 are contained in lg (B~). For fixed 
h = (Xl . . . . .  x~, 0 . . . . .  O, yl . . . . .  Yl, 0 . . . . .  O) 
with Ixil < tr for 1 < i </c and lYjl < K J4  for 1 < j < l, 
S = {h .8~(g)  I Z ~ [ -1 ,  11} 
is a segment of an integral curve of a left-invariant, horizontal vector field. In view of hypothe- 
sis (i), we have 
h 9 8x(g) --- (Xl . . . . .  x~, ~.~, 0. . . . .  0, yl . . . . .  yl, 0 . . . . .  O) + Ra (Xl . . . . .  x/c , 3.) , 
where the first dl and last d2 - l coordinates of Rcr (Xl . . . . .  x~, 3.) vanish, and 
IIg~ (Xl . . . . .  x~, ~)11 _< 3~.  
Hence, if o is sufficiently small, the endpoints of S are contained in l_g (B~) U lg (B~), whence 
S ___ C (A~+I), and the union of such segments contains the set consisting of pairs (x, y) 
IR dl x IR d2 with 
(i) Ixil <tr for l  < i  </~, 
(ii) Ix~+ll _< E, 
(iii) xi = O for ~: + 2 < i < dl 
(iv) l Yjl < tr for l <j  < land  
(v) y j=Ofor l+  l < j <d2. 
Thus, if K~+ 1 = min{tr, E}, then the set B~+ 1 consisting of pairs (x, y) e IR dl x ~d2 with 
(i) Ixil < Kk+ 1 for 1 < i </c + 1, 
(ii) xi = O for /c + 2 < i < dl 
(iii) lYjl < K~+I for 1 < j < l and 
(iv) yj = O for l + l < j < d2 
is contained in C (A~+I). This concludes the induction step and the proof. [ ]  
Proof  o f  Theorem 1.2. Let g = V1 9 V2 be the given stratification of the Lie algebra of 
left-invariant vector fields on G -- (IR d, *) --- (IR dl x R d2, .) .  Let (X1 . . . . .  Xda) be a basis of 
V1 such that [X1, X2] ~ 0. Set 11 = 0. Clearly, we can find a basis (Y1 . . . . .  Y,/2) of V2 with the 
following properties: 
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(i) There exist integers 1 = 12 < . . .  < ldl = d2 such that (Y1 . . . . .  u is a basis of 
spanR{[Xi, X j] I 1 <_ i, j <_ k} for each 2 < k < dl. 
(ii) If  2 _< k _< dl,  lk-1 < lk and lk-1 < j < Ik, there is ij 9 {1 . . . . .  k - 1} such that 
[Xij, Xk] = Yj, and lk-1 < jl < j2 < lk implies ij] < i j2. 
We claim that for each 2 < k < dl there exist a finite set Fk _ ~dl x R d2 and a constant Xk > 0 
such that the set 
{(0, y )  9  x~d2 l lyjl <Xk, 1 < j <lk,  y j=O,  lk + l < j <d2} 
is contained in C (Fk). The theorem then follows from the claim in the case k = dl via Lemma 4.3. 
Let k = 2, x2 = 1. The sets 
and 
S1 ----- {( -2 ,0  . . . . .  0 ) .  (0, ;~, 0 . . . . .  0) IZ 9 [ -1 ,  1]} 
S2 = {(2,0 . . . . .  0 ) .  (0,;~,0 . . . . .  0) I~. 9 [ -1 ,  1]} 
are segments of integral curves of left-invariant, horizontal vector fields which are contained in 
the h-convex closure of 
where 
F2 = {gl, g2, g3, g4}, 
g l=( -2 ,0  . . . . .  0 )* (0 , -1 ,0  . . . . .  0), g2=( -2 ,0  . . . . .  0 )* (0 ,1 ,0  . . . . .  0 ) ,  
g3 = (2, 0 . . . . .  0) * (0, --1, 0 . . . . .  0), g4 = (2, 0 . . . . .  0) * (0, 1, 0 . . . . .  0 ) .  
For each Yl 9 ]~ with lYl[ -< x2, 
S = {(0 . . . . .  0, Yl, 0 . . . . .  0) * 8z(2, Yl, 0 . . . . .  0) I )~ 9 [ -1 ,  1]} 
= {()~2, ~.Yl, 0 . . . . .  0, Yl, 0 . . . . .  0) I )~ 9 [ -1 ,  1]} 
is a segment of an integral curve of a left-invariant, horizontal vector field, and the endpoints of 
S are contained in $1 U $2 _c C (F2). Thus, S _ C (F2). Since (0 . . . . .  0, Yl, 0 . . . . .  0) belongs 
to S, it follows that the set 
{(0 . . . . .  0, Yl, 0 . . . . .  0) I lYll < K2} 
is contained in C (F2), which verifies the claim in the case k = 2. 
Let 2 < k < dl.  Suppose that there exist a finite set Fk _ G and a constant Xk > 0 such 
that the set 
{(0, y) E N dl xRd2 l ly j l<xk ,  1 < j  <lk, y j=O,  ll~ + 1 < j  <d2} 
is contained in C (Fk). If  lk+l = lk, the claim is also verified for k + 1 and there is nothing to 
show. Assume therefore A = lk+l -- lk > 0. By choice of Y1 . . . . .  Yd2, there exist 1 < il < 
. . .  < iA < k such that [Xij, Xk+l] = Ylk+j for 1 < j < A. In view of Lemma 4.3, there exist a 
finite set Ak c Ndl x R d2 and a constant 0 < Kk < Kk such that the set B consisting of the pairs 
(x, y) 9 R dl x R d2 with 
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(i) Ixil <_ Kk for i  ~ {il . . . . .  iA}, 
(ii) Xi = 0for i  e {1 . . . . .  d l} \  {il . . . . .  iA}, 
(iii) l Yjl <-- Kk for 1 < j <_ Ik and 
(iv) y j=O forlk + l < j <dE 
is contained in C (Ak). Let Kk+ 1 = Kk, g = (0 . . . . .  0, xk+1,0 . . . . .  0) with Xk+l = 2 and define 
Fk+l = l_g (Ak) U lg (Ak). Then l_g(B) U lg(B) is contained in 
l_g (C (Ak)) U lg (C (ak)) = C (l_g (Ak)) U C (Ig (Ak) ) 
C (l_g (Ak) U lg (Ak)) ---- C(Fk+l). 
Notice that the set l_g(B) consists of the pairs (x, y) e ~dl )< ]~d2 with 
(i) Ixil ~ Kk+l for/  e {il . . . . .  iA}, 
(ii) Xk+l =- -2 ,  
(iii) x i=Ofor iE{1  . . . . .  d l} \{ i l  . . . . .  i a ,k+l} ,  
(iv) lYjl < Xk+l for 1 < j < lk, 
(v) yj = --xij for lk q- 1 < j < Ik+l and 
(vi) yj = O for lk+l + l < j < d2. 
Similarly, the set lg(B) consists of the pairs (x, y) ~ ]I~ dl X ]~d2 with 
(i) Ixil <_ Kk+l for i  E {il . . . . .  iA}, 
(ii) Xk+l = 2, 
(iii) X i = 0 for i e {1 . . . . .  d l} \  {il . . . . .  iA, k + 1}, 
(iv) lYjl < Xk+l for 1 < j < I~, 
(V) yj = Xij for lk + 1 < j < lk+l and 
(v i )  yj = 0 for Ik+l + 1 < j < d2. 
For j = 1 . . . . .  lk+l, fiX yj ~. ~ with lYjl < Kk+l- The set 
S = {(0  . . . . .  0,  Yl . . . . .  Ylk+l, 0 . . . . .  0 )  * 8,k(X 1 . . . . .  Xdl , 0 . . . . .  0 )  [ ~. E [ - -1 ,  1]} 
= {(~.Xl . . . . .  ~'Xd I , Yl . . . . .  Ylk+l, 0 . . . . .  0) I X ~ [ -1 ,  1]} , 
where xi = yj i f /=  ij for some lk + 1 < j < lk+l, Xk+l = 2 andxi = 0 otherwise, is a segment 
of an integral curve of a left-invariant, horizontal vector field, and the endpoints of S belong 
to l_g(B) t.A Ig(B). Thus, S c C (Fk+l). Since (0 . . . . .  0, Yl . . . . .  Y/k+l' 0 . . . . .  0) belongs to 
S, the set 
{(0, y) e R dl x ~d2 [ lyjl < Kk+l, 1 < j < lk+l, yj = O, lk+l -I- 1 < j < d2} 
is contained in C (Fk+l). This concludes the induction step and the proof. [ ]  
5. A Carnot group of step three which is not finitely h-convex 
Consider the Lie group E -- (R 4, .), where 
]1~4 = {(X1, X2, y, z) I X1, X2, y, Z ~ ~} 
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i 1 and the product of g = (Xl, x2, y, z) and g~ = (x~, x 2, y ,  z ~) is defined to be 
g*  g '= (Xl +XIl,X2 + x~, y + y',z + z') + P(g,g') 
with 
P(g' gt) = ( O' O' (xlx~ - ' (x ly  - YX~l) (xl - xtl)(XlX; - X2Xtl) 
If X1, X2, Y, Z denote the left-invariant vector fields uniquely determined by the conditions 
Xl (0  ) = Oxl (0), X2(0) : 8x2(0 ), Y(0) -~- Oy(O), Z(O) = Oz(O ) , 
then the commutation relations 
hold, and 
[Xl, X21 = Y, [Xl, Y] = Z, [X2, Y] = [XI, Z] = [X2, ZI = [Y, Z] = 0 
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span~{Xl, X2} 9 span~t{Y} 9 span~{Z} 
is a stratification of the Lie algebra e of left-invariant vector fields on (IR 4, ,) .  Hence, E is a 
Carnot group of step 3 and of homogeneous dimension Q = 7. E is called the Engel group and 
e the Engel algebra. Recall that 
/ : ~ --+ R 4, /(t)  = g * (tXl, tx2, O, O) 
is the integral curve of the left-invariant, horizontal vector field X = xl XI + x2X2 which passes 
through g ~ ~1~ 4 at time 0. 
Lemma 5.1. Let FI, F2 be integral curves of left-invariant, horizontal vector fields on (]~4, .) .  
Deline M1 = ([..J F) \ I'l, where the union is taken over all integral curves of left-invariant, 
horizontal vector tields which intersect F1. I f  F2 has more than two distinct intersections with 
MI, then F2 intersects F1. Consequently, card (F2 f-7 (M1 U I'l)) < 2 if F1 A F2 = 0. 
Proof. Notice first that by left translation, it suffices to prove the statement in the case where 
I~ passes through 0. We will only consider the case 
F~ = {(#, ~#, 0, 0) I # ~ R} 
for some ot 6 R. The computations in the case 
r'~ = {(0, #, 0,0) I tz e R} 
are similar (but easier). We have 
(~, oe#, 0, 0) 9 (xl, x2, 0, 0) 
=( Iz-l-xl'Ol# q-x2' Iz(x2-Otxl)2 ' (IZ-- Xl)#(X2--OtXl))12 
= (u, v, w, f (u,  v, w)) , 
with u =/z  -t- Xl, v = or# q- x2, to = #(x2 - OtXl)/2. A computation gives 
{ (  w(4w ) )  ] 
- - -  u u,v, wE~,v -o tu#O . M1 = u, v, w, ~ v - o~u 
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Let (X1, X2, y, z) 6 R 4 and suppose that F2 passes through (Xl, X2, y, z). As above, we will only 
consider the case F2 = {(Xl, x2, y, z) * (X, fX, 0, 0) [ X ~ ~} for some f ~ R. The computations 
in the case F2 = {(Xl, x2, y, z) * (0, X, 0, 0) [ X ~ N} are again similar and easier. We have 
I'2 = {(Xl, X2, y, Z) * (X, fiX, 0, 0) ] X E I~} 
with 
(Xl, X2, y, z) * (X, fX, O, 0) 
(X 1 -]- X, x 2 -~- fX,  y + X(Xlf -- X2) ( -y )X  
2 ,z +- - -~ + 
Suppose first that x l f  - x2 = 0. By hypothesis, 
y( 4y ) 
6 x2+fX-OtX l -aX- (X l+X)  =z+( -Y )X  
- 
(Xl -- X)X(Xlf -- x2)'~ 
) 12 o 
holds for at least three distinct values of X. After simplification of this expression, we obtain 
a2 X2 + alX + ao = 0 for at least three distinct values of X, where 
a0 = 4y 2 + (OtXl -- XE)(Xly + 6z) 
al = 2y(x2 - ffXl) + (or - f l )(xly + 6z) 
a2 = 2y( f  - ot)X 2 . 
If ot - f = 0, then ~Xl - x2 = 0, y = 0, and thus 
I" 2 = {(X 1 + X, otx 1 -~- otX, 0, Z) [ X E ]~} = I ' l  9 
Hence, F2 f7 M1 = 0, a contradiction. This forces a - f # 0, which implies y = z = 0 and 
F2 = {(Xl, fx l ,  0, 0) 9 (X, fX, 0, 0) I X ~ I~} = {(Xl + X, f (x l  + X), 0, 0) I X ~ 11~} .
Thus, 0 ~ F1 FI r'2, and the claim follows. 
Suppose now that x l f  - x2 # 0. Then I'2 intersects the hyperplane 
at some point (x~, x~, 0, z'), and we can write 
r~= {(xl, x;, o, z'), (x, ~x, o, o) ] x ~} 
={(x~+X'x~+~X'X(x~-x~)  z '+(x~-X)X(x~f -x~) )2  ' 12 X~R} 
with x~f - x~ 7~ 0. By hypothesis, 
x(x f - xl) ( 2x(x f - xl) - + x ) )  = z' + - x)x(x f - 
12 x i ~-~-  --- ~-~1 : aX 12 ' 
holds for at least three distinct values of X. After simplification of this expression, we obtain 
a2 X2 + al X + a0 = 0 for at least three distinct values of X, where 
! l ~0 = 12z (x2 -~x l )  
al = 2(x l f  -- x;)xi(otx i - x;) + 12z'(ot - f )  
a2 --- 2(x~f - x~) 2 + 2(x~f - x~)x~(ot -- f )  . 
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If z t # 0, then x~ - ctx~ = fl - c~ = 0, and thus 
r2= + 3., 0,z t) 13. = r l .  
Hence, 1`2NM1 = 13, a contradiction. This forces z ~ = 0 and thus (x~t5 - x2)x 1~~ (tzx 1' -x~)  = 0. If  
' = 0, then x~ = 0, whence x~ 15-x~ = 0. This contradiction forces otx~ -x~ = 0, which implies x 1 
r2= {(xl, xl, 0, 0 ) ,  (3., 0, 0) 13. 
Thus, (x~, otx~, 0, 0) E 1`1 n I-'2, and the claim follows. [ ]  
Lemma 5.2. Let S1 and $2 be bounded, closed, intersecting segments (possibly points) of 
distinct integral curves F1, F2 of left-invariant, horizontal vector fields. Let S be a bounded, 
closed segment of an integral curve of a left-invadant, horizontal vector field, and suppose that 
one endpoint gl of S belongs to $1 and the other endpoint g2 belongs to $2. Then S c_ $1 
orS C $2. 
Proof. After a left translation, we can assume that 
0ES IAS2,  F l={(3 .x l ,3 .x2 ,0 ,0)  13.~IR} and r2={(3.xl,3.x;,O,O) 13. R} 
for suitable, linearly independent (Xl, x2), (x~, x~) ~ IR 2 with (Xl 2 + x 2) = (x 2, + x22,) = 
1. We have 
gl = (3.x1,3.x2, O, O) 
for some 3. ~ R and 
g2 = gl * (Ul, u2, 0, 0) = (3.Xl, 3.x2, 0, 0) 9 (Ul, u2, 0, 0) 
( 3.(XlU2--X2Ul) (3.XX--Ul)3.(XlU2--X2Ua)) 
= 3.Xl + ul, 3.x2 + u2, 2 ' 12 
for some (ul, u2) ~ R 2. g2 e 1-'2 implies that 3. = 0 or that (xl, x2) and (ul, u2) are linearly 
dependent. I f  3. = 0, then gl = 0 e $2. If (Xl, x2) and (Ul, u2) are linearly dependent, hen 
g2 ~ F1, forcing g2 = 0 ~ $1 since F1 n I'2 = {0}. [ ]  
Lemma 5.3. I f  A c_ ~, is a finite union of bounded, closed segments S1 . . . . .  Sk (possibly 
points) of integral curves F1 . . . . .  Fk of left-invariant, horizontal vector fields, then H(A) is 
contained in a finite union of bounded, closed segments (possibly points) of integral curves of 
left-invariant, horizontal vector fields. 
Proof .  Enlarging A if necessary, we can assume that 
(i) F1 . . . . .  Fk are all distinct and 
(ii) ['i n Fj # 0 for some i, j e {1 . . . . .  k} implies Sin Sj # 13. 
Note that H(A) is the union of all bounded, closed segments of integral curves of left-invariant, 
horizontal vector fields with endpoints in A. Hence, a bounded, closed segment S of an integral 
curve of some left-invadant, horizontal vector field is contained in H(A) if and only if there exist 
i, j e { 1 . . . . .  k} such that one endpoint gi of S belongs to Si and the other endpoint gj belongs 
to Sj. We can assume i # j ,  for otherwise S c Si = Sj since S is determined by its endpoints. 
I f  F in  Fj # 13, then S in  Sj # 13 and S c Si or S c Sj by Lemma 5.2. If  F in  Fj = 13, then S 
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is one out of four (at most) possible segments. Indeed, by virtue of Lemma 5.1, gi is one out of 
two (at most) possible intersection points of F i with Mj = ([..J F) \ Fj.  Similarly, gj is one out 
of two (at most) possible intersection points of Fj with Mi = ([..J F) \ F i . Since S is determined 
by its endpoints, the claim follows. [ ]  
In view of C(A) = H~176 = UkeN Hk(A), the following theorem is an immediate conse- 
quence of Lemma 5.3. 
Theorem 5.4. / f  F _ E is finite, then the h-convex closure C(F) o f  F is contained in a 
countable union o f  bounded, dosed segments (possibly points) of  &tegral curves o f  left-invariant, 
horizontal vector fields. 
6. Local Lipschitz continuity of measurable h-convex functions 
6.1. Density upper bound at the boundary of measurable h-convex sets 
This subsection is devoted to the proof of Theorem 1.3. 
We say that a smooth manifold M m c_ ~d is a submanifold if the manifold topology is the 
topology induced by ]~d. The superscript m denotes the topological dimension of the manifold 
(1 _< m _< d). I f  M m is a smooth submanifold and X1 . . . . .  Xn are smooth vector fields on 
]~d, then the singular set or characteristic set of M m with respect o the vector fields X1 . . . . .  Xn 
is the set 
E(M m) = {p E M m ] X i (p)  C TpM m, i = 1 . . . . .  n} . 
Characteristic points have been extensively studied because of their fundamental importance in 
several problems of geometry and analysis related to systems of vector fields satisfying H6rman- 
der's condition. In this article, we only need the most basic estimate of the size of the characteristic 
set, namely: If  X1 . . . . .  Xn and their commutators of order at most s span Tx]~ d at each x E I~ d, 
then 7-l~ (E (Mm)) = 0. Here 7~ denotes m-dimensional Hausdorff measure with respect o the 
Euclidean metric on ]~d. This estimate was proved by Derridj (cf. [7]) for characteristic sets of 
smooth submanifolds of codimension 1. 
Lemma 6.1. Let Y = Z~=I aiOi, Z = Zd=l bjOj be smooth vector fields on I~ d. Let 
1 < m < d ,R  m = {x E•  d [xv =0,  m+l  < v <d},  [Y,Z] = Y~.~=lCkOk. ThenthesetE  
consisting of  the points x ~ l~ m such that ai (x ) = bj (x ) = 0 for all m < i, j <_ d and ck(x ) 7~ 0 
for some m < k < d has vanishing ~ measure. 
Proof. We compute 
d d d d 
[Y, Z] = Z Z aiOi(bjOj) - bjOj(aiOi) = Z Z ai(Oibj)Oj - bj(Ojai)Oi 
i=1 j= l  i=1 j= l  
= Z al(Olbk) -- bl(Olak) Ok . 
k=l  - 
Thus, ck = Y~ff-1 al(Olbk) -- bl(Olak). For m < k < d, 1 < l < m, let us consider the sets 
Ak,! = {x E II~ rn l ak(x) = O, Olak(x) r 0 / 
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and 
Bk,l = {x ~ ~m I bk(x) = O, Olbk(x) ~= 0} . 
Since E _ Um<k<_d, l<l<m(Ak,l U Bk,l) , it suffices to show that 7-lr~(Ak,l) and 7-l~(Bk,l) vanish 
fo rm <k <dand l  < l  < m. Let us prove m 7-I e (Ad,m) = 0 for instance. Consider ~m-1  = 
{x ~ R d [ xv = 0, m < v < d}. By Fubini 's  theorem, 
7-[~(Ad,m) = fRm_ 1 7-~l({x q- tern I t E ]~} f) Ad,m)dT"L~-l(x). 
Fix x 6 ~m-1.  The set 
{t ~ R I ad(x --}- tem)= O, Omad(X --}- tern) # 0} 
consistsof isolatedpoints.  Therefore H l  ({x +tem It ~ ~}NAd,m) = O, whence T-l'~(Ad,m) = O. 
[] 
Given smooth vector fields X1 . . . . .  X n in ~d and a multi index I of length III = e, i.e., 
I ~ {1 . . . . .  n} e, we let XI = Xi i f s  = 1 and I = (i), XI = [X(il ..... ie-o,Xie] i f s  > 2 and 
I = (il . . . . .  ie), and we write XI  = ~Y-~d= 1 al,jOj. 
Lemma 6.2. Let X 1 . . . . .  X n be smooth vector fields on ]~d. Fix 1 ~ m < d and consider 
]~m = {X E ]~d [ Xv = 0, m + 1 < v < d}. The set E consisting o f  the points x ~ ]~m such that 
(i) a(i),j(x ) = Ofora l l i  = 1 . . . . .  n andm < j < d and 
(ii) al , j (x)  ~ OforsomeI  with I l l  <_ s andsomem < j < d 
has vanishing H~ measure for all s ~ N. 
Proof.  Let s ~ N, s > 2. For s = 1 . . . . .  s - 1, let Ee be the set of points x 6 ~m such that 
(i) al, j(x) =0fora l l lw i th l I [  <s  < j  <dand 
(ii) alo,j(x) ~ 0 for some I0 with II01 = e + 1 and some m < j < d. 
s-1 Clearly E = Ue=l  Ee. Hence, it is enough to show N~(Ee)  = 0 for 1 < s < s - 1. Note that 
]~s C_ U El'(i) ' 
Ill=e, l<i<n 
where ]~I,(i) is the set of points x 6 ]l~ m such that 
(i) al , j (x)  = ai, j(x) = 0 fo rm < j _< d and 
(ii) a(1,i),j (x) # 0 for some m < j < d. 
We have 7-L~ (~]l , ( i ) )  = 0 by Lemma 6.1, concluding the proof. [] 
Theorem 6.3. Let M m c_ ~d be a smooth submanifold. Let X1 . . . . .  Xn be smooth vector 
fields on R d such that the subspace o fTx~ d spanned by the commutators o f  order at most s has 
dimension d at each x e R d. Then ?~(E(Mm))  = 0. 
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Proof. It suffices to show that for each p ~ M m , there exists an open neighborhood U of p in 
M m such that 7-I'~(Y,(M m) fq U) = 0. Fix p c M m . Let V be an open neighborhood of p in ]R d 
and let ~o : V ---> ]R d bea  diffeomorphism such that r m fq V) = ]~m = {x 9 ]~d I Xv = 0, m < 
v < d}. Let us write Xi =d~0(Xi) and let us observe that for each multiindex I 9 {1 . . . . .  d} e 
of length III -- e, we have XI = d~o(Xi). In particular, 
spanR{:~'l(x) I III ~ s} = Tx~ d 
at each x 9 ]Ra. Thus, if x 9 ~o(E(M m) CI V), then Xi(x)  9 Tx Rm, i = 1 . . . . .  n, and 
X l (x )  f[ Tx]~ m for some I with II[ < s. We have 7-/~(~o(E(M m) N V)) = 0 by Lemma 6.2, and 
consequently, ~( ]E  (M m) fq V) = O. [] 
Lemma 6.4. Let G =- (~d, , )  be a Camot group, C c_ R d an h-convex subset such that 
0 9 R d \ C. Then there exist smooth submanifolds M 1, M 2 . . . . .  M d in R d such that 
(i) M m c B(O,m/d) ,  
m m (ii) "]-[E(M ) < bm< +00 and 
(iii) 7-/~ (M m \ C) > Cm > 0 
form = 1 . . . . .  d. M m, bm and cm are independent o f  C. 
Proof. Let (Xl . . . . .  Xdl) be a basis of the first layer in the given stratification of the Lie 
algebra of left-invariant vector fields on (R d, . ) .  Given x0 9 ]R d \ C and 1 < j < dl, let 
Yj,xo : ]R ---> ]R d denote the integral curve of the vector field Xj  which passes through x0 at time 
0. By definition of h-convexity, 
Yj,x0((--OO, 0]) CI C = 0 or Yj,x0([0, +o~)) A C = O. (6.1) 
Choose O > 0 such that Y1,0((-r/, 7)) --- B(0, 1/d). By (6.1), we have 
Yl,O((-r/, 0]) A C = 0 or yl,o([0, 77)) n C = 0 .  
We let M 1 = Yl,O((-r/, r/)), bl = 7-/1E(M 1) and 
cl = rain [~t~l(~/1,0((--t/, 0))), ~-/l(yl,0((0, /7)))}. 
Clearly M1, bl and Cl have the required properties. 
Let 1 < m < d. Suppose we had already constructed smooth submanifolds 
M 1, M 2 . . . . .  M m which satisfy our claims. Define A m = M m \ C. For 1 _< j _< dl, k 9 N, 
denote by F'fl, k the closed set consisting of points p 9 M m such that 
1( )l / 1 Xj (p )  Y(p)  Y(p)  9 (TpMm) • (Y(p),  Y(p))  = 1 < - max (X j (p) ,  X j (p ) ) I /2 '  - k " 
dl F m Let F~ n = ['] j=l j,k" By Theorem 6.3, we have 
lim 7"lm(F m) m{l " lF f f '~  
Let 
) qm = ~ bm -I- cm/dl  + 1 . 
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Then 
7-L~ (M m) 
7-[~ (M m) --}- cm/dl < qm < 1. (6.2) 
There is a least k 6 N such that ~ (F~ n) < (1 - qm)Cm. This implies that ~ (A m \ F~) > 
qm Cm, whence 
7"ln~ (am \ F m ) j,k > qmcm/dl (6.3) 
m M m F~,k, such for some 1 < j < dl. There exists ~'~j ~ \ , that 
~L~ E ( [27 ) > - ~.~m f m " 
Hence, 
It follows that 
7"[~ (am f'l [27) > 7-[~ (am\  F~,k) - (1--qm)7[~ (Mm \ F~,k) . (6.4) 
Given p ~ f2~ n, let Fj,p : ~ --+ Rd be the integral curve of Xj which passes through p at time 0. 
When E~ n > 0 is sufficiently small, the smooth mapping 
*7:[27 x ( -e7 , ,7 )  --+ R d, ~7(p,t ) = Fj,p(/) 
m is bi-Lipschitz for some constant 0 < Lj < q-oo and 
Mr+  =, r ( , r  • ( .r .r)) 
is a smooth submanifold. 
With the help of q~n, using (6.1) and the estimate 
ot(m + 1) ~(A)  7-/1(1) 
7-L~+I(A x I) > ot(m)a(1) 
(see [9, 2.10.27]), valid if I c ]~ is an interval and A _ ~m is an arbitrary subset, it follows that 
there exists a constant ~.~n > 0 such that 
~7+l (dPT (f27 x (-eT, eT)) \ C) > )~7 7-[7 (am f')f27) . (6.5) 
Combining (6.4) and (6.5), we obtain 
7"~ +1 (MT+l \ C) > )~7 (7"L~ (am\  F~,k) - (1--qm)7-L~ (Mm \ F~,k) 9 
Let M m+l = M~ +1. Then, from (6.2) and (6.3), we get 
( ) m ~.~mMm ~,~+1 Mm+l \ C > )~j (qmcm/dl - (1 - qm) E( )) >-- Cm+ 1 > O. [] 
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Proof of  Theorem 1.3. As usual, we assume (as we may) G - (R d, .).  We have to show 
that there exists 0 < c < 1 such that 
7-IQ(B(xo, r) f) C) 
7-IQ(B(xo, r)) 
< c (6.6) 
for all 0 < r < +oo, whenever C ___ (l~ d, . )  is an h-convex, measurable subset and xo ~ OC is a 
point on its boundary. 
Fix 1 < X < (7-Lde(B(0, 1))/(Nde(B(0, 1)) -- Cd)) 1/Q, where Cd is the constant appearing 
in Lemma 6.4. Pick x E R d \ C sufficiently close to xo, in such a way that B(xo, r) c B(x, ~.r). 
The set C = 81/(Xr) o l-x(C) is h-convex, measurable and does not contain 0. By Lemma 6.4, 
there exists a smooth submanifold M d c_ B(O, 1), such that "/-/dE (M d \ C) >_ cal. Thus, 
7-[Q(lx ~zr(B(O, 1) fq C)) = xQTiQ(B(O, 1) tq C) 7LQ(B(xo, r) M C) < o 
7-[O(B(xo, r)) - 7-lO(lxo  8r(B(O, 1))) NQ(B(O, 1)) 
= xQ _ ZO ndE(B(O, 1) \ C) 
7-/dE (B(O, 1)) ' 
and the claim follows with c = ~.a (1 - Cd/7-[de(B(O, 1))). [] 
6.2. Local Lipschitz continuity of measurable h-convex functions 
In this subsection, we use Theorem 1.3 to prove the following more general version of 
Theorem 1.4. 
Theorem 6.5. Let G be a Carnot group, f2 c_ G an h-convex, open subset and u : f2 --~ ~ an 
h-convex function. Suppose there xists a sequence {bk }ken of real numbers uch that bk -+ +c~ 
and {g E ~2 ] u(g) < bk} is measurable for all k E N. Then u is locally Lipschitz continuous 
with respect to any intrinsic me~c on G. 
Proof. LetG,  f2, u and{bk}keN satisfy the hypotheses of the theorem. Fixg0 E f2 and r > 0 
such that B(go, 2r) _ ft. For k E N, let Ck = {g ~ f2 I u(g) < bk}. Then each Ck is h-convex 
and measurable. Take k c N large enough, in order to guarantee u (go) < bk, whence go 6 Ck, and 
suppose that B(go, r) \ Ck ~ 0. By connectedness of B(g0, r), we can find g ~ B(go, r) MOCk. 
We have 
NQ(B(g, r) \ Ck) 
NQ(B(g, r)) 
>l -c  
by Theorem 1.3, where 0 < c < 1 does not depend on k. Hence, 
NQ(B(go, 2r) \ Ck) 1 -- c :> - -  
NO(B(go, 2r)) - 20 
On the other hand, by hypothesis, 
7-LQ(B(go, 2r) \ Ck) 
--+0 as k - -++~.  
7tO(B(go, 2r)) 
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It follows that B(go, r) \ Ck = 0 for large enough k E N. Thus, u is locally bounded above in [2. 
The local Lipschitz continuity now follows from Lemma 3.1 and Proposition 3.2. [ ]  
The author does not know whether there exist h-convex functions u : f2 --+ R which fail to 
satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 6.5. 
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